Abstract. Traditional camera can't take photos with large depth of field (DOF) because of the lens limits. The region out of DOF often gets blurred due to narrow width of depth. Focal stack photography take a set of (three and above) pictures viewing the same scene with different focus point and fusion the pictures as one using computational algorithms in order to have all-in-focus photos. Some state-of-art focal stack algorithms seek the best-in-focus point among these stack photos and collect them into a new all-in-focus image. This method is derived from the assumption that at least one photo in the stack has the clear vision of the point of the scene. But what if none of these points are in focus because unfortunately focus point falls out of the object of the scene? Focal stack images not only provide us several pictures independently but also partial information about how the object is imaging at a certain depth. With this information, we seek a space called 'image volume' to search the best in-focus depth beyond the two dimensional images to avoid the failure mentioned above. We work through the whole scene space and find the accurate depth of every point in the scene. We experiment some pictures with focal stack example and show better results than traditional methods.
Introdution
Traditional photography requires camera parameters to be strictly precise when taking a picture. Unfortunately, image blur due to defocusing or camera shaking happens occasionally. We often want to take pictures with wide DOF (depth of field) of the scene, but sometimes we can't get satisfactory DOF because of the lens limits of the camera.
Scene depth outside the DOF is called defocused or defocus blurred and information like edges and corners are lost due to defocus blur. We can extend the DOF by carefully choosing the camera parameters in some extent, such as switching to a smaller diameter. However diffraction may happen when you set the diameter too small and causing the degradation of the image. This could be critical when you want to get images with wide DOF and low degradation. As a result, there has been a trade-off between degradation and extended DOF.
Extending the DOF of a scene and generating an all-in-focus image has been a popular and fundamental research problem in computer vision [1, 2, 3, 4] and optics [5] . This could be critical for various low-level vision algorithms relying on pixel level image information, e.g. segmentation. Additionally, partially focused images are not visually pleasing which are often discarded.
Currently available consumer products that supporting post-capture refocusing, flexible control and extension of depth of field such as light field cameras require extensive modification of the sensor and hardware, meanwhile light field cameras currently achieve only low image resolution. Depth and light field cameras requires post-processing algorithms aim at capturing highdimensional visual information in a scene, this requires large amount of memory space and cpu capacity.
In contrast, we propose a simple solution by capturing high-resolution focal stack images using a conventional camera, thus reducing the requirement on photographic equipment.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of multi-focus imaging using focal stack images [1, 6] which uses a focus measure [2, 4, 7] metric to quantify the amount by which an image pixel is in focus. This metric is then used to predict the best focused depth across the focal stack for each pixel location [2] . A set of images can be captured with consecutive depth-of-field(DOF), hence small amount of blur occurs in every image, but we can jointly recover the latent image. In this paper, we propose a multi-image deblurring system that combines two existing techniques: blur kernel estimation and non-blind image deconvolution. A series of images is captured while the camera lens is sweeping through the camera optical axis and the data is recorded simultaneously. By measuring camera settings(ISO, focal length and aperture of the lens) and align the scene as accurately as we can, we improve the restoration of the defocus blurred images.
Related Work
Usually, the slices of a focal stack are combined to create a single AIF image (Figure 1 ). Hasinoff and Kutulakos [8] analyzed the optimal settings for focus and aperture to minimize the number of required photographs for a given depth range. Levin [9] capture a single image using coded aperture and use calibrated blur kernels to simultaneously obtain depth and an all-in-focus image. There are researches and prototypes and even commercial products demonstrate that light field cameras or plenoptic cameras can extend the DOF of an image and refocusing images after being taken [10, 11, 12] . But this kind of cameras need special designed microlens and extra memory space compared with conventional cameras. Besides, the resolution of light field cameras is not able to surpass that of conventional digital cameras. We often use image gradient or laplacian based measures as focus measure to evaluate how much an image is blurred. Huang and Jing [13] assess focus measures from defocused image blocks and find SML provide better performance than other focus measures. Kumar and Ahuja [14] propose a generative focus measure using convolution to identify the most focused image.
The measure gives a quantitative estimate of how focused an image is in any one of the given focal stack images. But not all the focused pixels lie exactly in the focal stack images we captured, they may exist in between two adjacent images. Nayar and Nakagawa [2] use Garssian distribution to interpolate the computed focus measures to obtain more accurate depth estimates. Thus, the best estimated depth of an object lies between two stack images. Hasinoff, et.al. [8] have also shown that omnifocus image obtained using focal stack usually have a higher signal-to-noise(SNR) ratio as compared to single shot based techniques.
Compared to the state-of-the-art methods, the proposed algorithm is simple and easy to implement as it requires no additional operations. We find the best depth location as Nayar [2] does and restore the blurred images with non-blind convolution algorithm to obtain all-in-focus image from focal stack images.
Focal Stack Photography
Focal stack images are pictures taken by different camera settings but with the same scene and the same scale. One kind of focal stack is diameter-variant, fixing the focal length and adjusting the diameter of the camera to different depth of field. Another focal stack is fixing both focal length and diameter bur adjusting the focal point from near to far range of the scene. We choose the latter pattern to constitute the focal stack images. All the DOFs of the stack images constitute the combination of an extended DOF of the scene. After the alignment of the focal stack images, we guarantee the one-to-one correspondence of pixels in the scene within each stack images. Section 3.1 we discuss how to calculate the circle of defocus blur, and we introduce the focus measure we use in section 3.2.
Focal Stack Acquisition
Given a point light source, the intensity spreads wider on frame as farther the distance away from the in-focus frame (Figure 2 ). The radius of the point spread function can be depicted as [14] , R x, y 1 ; R x, y 1
in which, D is the diameter of the lens settings, F , F, F denote distances between image and sensor plane. The PSF function is often modeled as a Gaussion distribution,
where, σ and c √2 [2] . A defocused image f is can be modeled as the following convolution:
Where l(x,y) is the in-focus image. In the next section, we will discuss the focus measure and evaluate the blurriness of pixels across the focal stack images.
Focus Measure
Focus measures are discussed a lot in the previous researches, most of them are gradient related and laplacian related [13] . In our method, we just use one of them, Sum-modified-Laplacian(SML), to describe the blurriness of pixels:
Where: f x, y |2f x, y f x step, y f x step, y | |2f x, y f x, y step f x, y step |.
And T is a discrimination threshold value. We usually take the maximum value of focus measure to be the best focused location. But there has been some limitation that what if the theoretical best frame lies between two adjacent focal stack images and the maximum value of focus measure can't be detected in the images now available. There needs to be dealt with the focus measure values.
Depth Estimation and AIF Image Recovery
The focal stack images give us partial information of how an object is imaging at a certain depth. But object points not belong to these certain depth are definitely not in focus. How to evaluate these not-in-stack points becomes a problem. The measure gives a quantitative estimate of how focused an image is in any one of the given focal stack images. But not all the focused pixels lie exactly in the focal stack images we captured, they may exist in between two adjacent images.
As Nayar did in [2] , we interpolate the focus measures we computed in every stack image using quadratic curve fitting( Figure 3) .
denote the depth location of corresponding focal images, S , S , S , S denote the SML of pixels in corresponding location, and d denotes the best focused depth position. As long as we find the maximum of the curve, we find the best focused depth at a pixel location. Because of the unimodality of the focus measure [14] , there exists one and only best focused depth of a pixel. This best focus depth most likely lies between two adjacent focal stack images. We find the best depth of the pixel location within three-dimensional space ("image volume") other than in two-dimensional focal stack images in order to spreading the searching widely enough to get closer to the theoretical results of the real world. As we find the depth of a location, we use Eq. (1) to acquire the circle of blurriness in observed images. After deciding the circle, the blur kernel of PSF function is determined. The non-blind deconvolution RL algorithm alternately accomplishes the defocus procedure of focal stack images.
Experiments and Results
We compare the all-in-focus image composed by our algorithm with that by omnifocus imaging algorithm in [14] . Figure 4 -5 shows visual results of two all-in-focus imaging algorithms. In the "vase" dataset, we receive sharper pattern of the flower than the other algorithm. The SML measure handles high frequency component and helps to prevent the sharpness of edges from spreading to neighbor pixels. In the first column of "cup" dataset, sharpness of the characters and pot are reserved and visual result is better than the second column. Then we have quantified the experiment with these above datasets by evaluating some other focus measures of the all-in-focus images discussed in [13] . From Table 1 , better or closer focus measure values are observed of our method than the compared. 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we propose a focal stack imaging method based on SML measure and explore the best depth of pixel location in an image volume in three-dimensional space. We estimate the blur kernel of PSF model and restore the all-in-focus image with non-blind deconvolution algorithm. Experiment shows good qualities both in visual and quantity observation. Pixel-wised methods like we employ in this paper suffer artifacts like noise and sudden burst of pixel value and we will explore other more effective deconvolution algorithms in the future.
